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O C E A N - G U A R D I A N . C O M

FLEXIBLE ACROSS
BOATING & FISHING

Sharks have short-range electrical receptors in their 
snouts, used for finding food. Ocean Guardian’s patented 
technology creates a powerful three-dimensional electrical 
field which causes spasms in these sensitive receptors 
turning sharks away, including Great Whites.

Easy to deploy off the back of any vessel, the new FISH01 
is based on the proven design of the Ocean Guardian 
FREEDOM7 dive product and provides a large and powerful 
protective area to keep your catch safe from sharks.

PROTECT YOUR CATCH!
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 SPECIFICALLY  
 DESIGNED FOR  
 FISHING  
1. SUBSEA GRADE CONNECTORS
2. ON / OFF SWITCH & LED
3. LARGE 3MM O-RING SEAL
4. STRONG NYLON CAGE
5. PCB & LITHIUM BATTERIES
6. CASING TESTED TO 200 METRES

PROTECTIVE 
NYLON BRAID

ELECTRICAL 
INSULATION

ELECTRODE 
POWER

MARINE 316 
STAINLESS STEEL  
MESH ELECTRODE

ANTENNA CREATES
A POWERFUL
ELECTRICAL FIELD

  6.8 metre antenna has three electrodes, with the  
outer electrodes toggling between the centre one

  Powerful electrical field created up to  
15 metres (49’) deep and 6 metres (19’) wide

  Protect your catch at depths  
up to 200 metres (656’)

  Antenna is end-user installable 
with no tools required.

 WILL THE FISH01 
 SCARE AWAY THE FISH 
 I’M TRYING TO CATCH? 
The FISH01 has no effect on your target fish species.   
Shark Shield Technology has been developed to 
specifically take advantage of the highly sensitive electrical 
receptors called the “Ampullae of Lorenzini” present in a 
Sharks snout. As fish are without these receptors, our Shark 
Shield Technology has negligible effect on them.

Simply drop the FISH01 power module with the antenna 
installed off the back of your boat to freely drift around with 
your line in the current or attach it to the drop-line  
so that it is positioned vertically in the water.  

 HOW IT WORKS 
Shark Shield Technology consists of two electrodes which, 
when both are submerged, emit a three-dimensional 
electrical field that surrounds the user or area. Shark Shield 
Technology is the world’s only scientifically proven and 
independently tested electrical shark deterrent. Nothing is 
more effective.

• When a shark comes within a few metres, the strong 
electrical field emitted by the device causes the shark  
to experience muscle spasms

• This does NOT harm the shark in any way, merely   
causing it to experience a high level of discomfort

• Industrial strength designed power module

• All day use with a powerful 10-12 hour rechargeable   
lithium battery, or power from your vessels 12V/24V

• Easy to see LED operational status including  
battery life indicator

• Power module depth rated up to 200 metres (656 feet)  
for fishing.
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 SAY NO TO SHARK TAX  
 WITH THE FISH01! 
The Ocean Guardian FISH01 is the world’s first innovative 
long-range shark deterrent system, powered by Shark 
Shield Technology and designed specifically for fishing. 
Fish off the back of your boat worry-free, knowing that 
your catch is protected from the dreaded shark tax. Sharks 
are opportunistic by nature, naturally singling out any food 
source that appears easy to exploit. No-where is a shark’s 
opportunistic behaviour more apparent than when fishing… 
and a struggling fish is irresistible to sharks.

The Ocean Guardian FISH01 has been developed 
specifically for fishing and improving your catch rate,  
with research showing the use of Shark Shield Technology 
in fishing resulted in:

• Preventing the majority of shark’s species  
from attacking hooked fish

• A significant reduction in the number of  
incidents of predation 

• Improvements in the efficiency of operation  
resulting in less time spent at sea.
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